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1: List of Mystery Hunters episodes - Wikipedia
Christina Broccolini is an actress who came to fame after working in the show named Mystery
www.enganchecubano.com show was broadcasted in the year The theme of the show was very interesting and life
risky, which is why the show caught the eyes of many people, especially teenagers.

September 13, 1 Araya gets locked into a prison cell in Alcatraz to find out if the ghosts of past prisoners
haunt the place. Christina travels to Scotland to explore a poltergeist that attacks people who dare to enter his
tomb. Doubting Dave takes a group of people on a fake ghost tour. Can ghosts give people rashes? September
20, 2 Christina goes to Ireland to investigate witnesses who lost family members after hearing a mournful
scream. Araya ventures to Point Pleasant, West Virginia track down a half-man half bird creature they call the Mothman. Doubting Dave shows how you can pretends to be psychic. If you had a dream and it comes
true does that mean your psychic? September 27, 3 Araya heads to the Alamo in Texas to try out the latest in
ghost hunting technology. Christina goes to Hampton Court Palace in England to see if a ghost really did
appear there on camera. Doubting Dave creates a ghost and shows you how you can too. How can something
not be seen on camera but you can see it with your own eyes? October 4, 4 Christina unearths the truth about
Amazon warrior women. Araya takes to the sky on the trail of the legendary Thunderbird. Doubting Dave
shows us how to make an awesome Amazon combat video. Doubting Dave answers questions about fairy
rings. October 11, 5 Christina flies over the moors of England looking for wrecked planes that have been
possessed to fly again. Araya dives to the wreck of a cursed ocean liner. Doubting Dave conjures up some
killer fog. Strange lights in your house. October 18, 6 Christina hunts for ghosts in a haunted castle in Ireland.
Araya rides into the Wild West to search for the truth about the infamous outlaw , Jesse James. Doubting Dave
hosts a haunted dinner party. Why do things in your house look like they move on their own. Christina tracks
down a photo of what could be a real alien - did it really appear on a moor in England? Doubting Dave
harnesses magnet power to make a compass. How can a plane disappear in to a cloud? November 1, 8 Araya
investigates three flaming poles off the coast of Bathurst, New Brunswick. Christina listens to a recording of
two men but hears a third voice cursing in Gaelic in the underground maze in the Edinburgh Vault, and a dirty
man appears frequently to shout out the word heard by the third voice. November 8, 9 Araya rides the raging
rapids of the Grand Canyon searching for a couple that disappeared there without a trace. Christina finds out
what killed a year-old mummy buried in Denmark. Doubting Dave answers a question about an Egyptian
tomb in the Grand Canyon. November 15, 10 Christina goes to England to track down the mysterious creature
they call - the Beast. Araya kayaks into the Pacific Ocean to search for a giant sea serpent. Doubting Dave
shows how to turn your pet into a scary beast. Did dolphins come from wolves? November 22, 11 Christina
visits Castle Frankenstein in Germany in search of the famous monster. Araya ventures into a cemetery at
night to capture evidence of Shadow People. Doubting Dave creates his own scary shadow creatures.
November 29, 12 Christina explores the possibility of time travel. Araya investigates the superpowers of
people who call themselves Sliders. Doubting Dave turns on a light bulb turn by holding it in his hands. Can
cyborgs from the future take over the world? December 6, 13 Christina goes to a deserted road to look for the
phantom dogs that terrorize the English countryside. Araya searches a monster in the alligator-infested
swamps of Louisiana. Doubting Dave makes a fake swamp monster print. Could there be a slimy sea serpent
with yellow eyes? December 13, 14 Araya searches the depths of Lake Ontario to uncover the truth about "the
Great Lakes Quadrangle. Doubting Dave makes a coin disappear. What can make strange lights in the woods?
December 20, 15 Araya scours the desert of Colorado for proof of a living dinosaur. Christina spends the night
in a ghost town. Can dogs see ghosts. December 27, 16 Christina deciphers a secret code on an ancient bronze
disc called the Nebra Sky Disk found in East Germany. Araya investigates the ruins of the abandoned city of
Tikal in Guatemala. Doubting Dave shows makes a secret code belt. Araya dives into the sinkholes of Mexico
- do they really lead to a secret underworld? Doubting Dave makes a model sinkhole. Is Friday the 13th bad
luck? January 1, 18 Christina climbs a glacier in the Italian Alps to investigate the spot where a year-old ice
mummy was found. Araya canoes through the Canadian wilderness to get to the bottom of a mysterious death
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- was it murder? Doubting Dave makes a mini tornado in a bottle. What can make a body be preserved ice?
January 8, 19 Christina and Araya team up to solve a royal mystery. Araya travels to Virginia to investigate
claims that a Russian Princess lived in a small American town. Christina goes to Russia in search of the
missing Princess Anastasia. Doubting Dave shows the tricks that pros use to impersonate people all of the
time. Could you have a twin somewhere in the world? January 15, 20 Christina spends the evening in the most
haunted lighthouse in America. Araya takes a helicopter ride to investigate strange lights spotted by a military
airplane in Mexico. Were they really UFOs? Doubting Dave makes a UFO video of his own. January 22, 21
Christina travels on elephant to an ancient Indian fort. Could it still hold hidden treasure? Araya dives
underwater in a submarine in search of the lost city of Atlantis. Doubting Dave makes a volcano that really
works! January 29, 22 Christina investigates the face scratchers - strange balls of light that are attacking Indian
villagers at night. Araya goes out to sea in search of the Cyclops - a man-eating giant with one eye. Does the
monster of Greek legend really exist? Doubting Dave shows kids some cool optical illusions they can do at
home. Are there man-eating plants in the world? February 7, 23 Christina travels through a tiger - filled jungle
in India to find an abandoned fort. Was it really cursed by a powerful Queen and are the ruins now home to
ghosts called djinns? Doubting Dave writes horoscopes for a whole classroom of kids - can he really tell their
futures? February 14, 24 Araya examines a film taken on the moon by NASA astronauts - is it proof that
aliens exist? Christina looks for UFOs in Montreal. Doubting Dave makes his own bottle rocket. What can
UFOs be during the night and day. February 21, 25 Christina searches for the ghost of an emperor at the Taj
Mahal in India. Araya goes deep underground to find the labyrinth , a maze that is said to be home to the
Minotaur - a legendary Greek monster. Doubting Dave makes a maze of his own. Best of Mystery Hunters
February 28,
2: Christina Broccolini - IMDb
Mystery Hunters is a Canadian Documentary television series aimed at a young audience. It aired on YTV in Canada
and on Discovery Kids in the United States. It was also dubbed in Japanese and aired in Japan on NHK.

3: Halloween Mystery Boxes
See the Best Books of the Month Looking for something great to read? Browse our editors' picks for the best books of
the month in fiction, nonfiction, mysteries, children's books, and much more.

4: Trauschein in den Tod () - IMDb
These Halloween mystery boxes use simple household items to make a fun activity for kids. Kids will love this activity at
home or in the classroom!

5: Events and contact information for Christina Freeburn
Christina's World is a famous painting by US artist Andrew Wyeth showing a woman crawling through a field of long
grass Critics have long discussed which mystery disease she is suffering.

6: Christinas Adventures - Creating a home, one project at a time
The teenager Christina, her younger brother Bobby, and their father James Tarling moves to a rented house in a small
town in Washington to be close to Christina's mother Joanne, who is interned in.

7: Austin Murder Mystery on 6th St [Austin Detours]
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A Christina Book: Christina's Mystery by Blakely St James by St. James, Blakely (Pen Name Used By William E
Butterworth, Charles Platt, Hart Williams). New York, NY: N.Y.

8: Christina Applegate Mystery Solved - Uncovers Troubled Family Past
Christina Broccolini, Actress: Face Divided. Christina Broccolini is an actress and producer, known for Face Divided (),
Mystery Hunters () and Street Lure ().

9: Mystery Hunters - Wikipedia
Books shelved as christian-mystery: The Negotiator by Dee Henderson, Invisible by Lorena McCourtney, The Truth
Seeker by Dee Henderson, Last Light by Ter.
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